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ABSTRACT

Ten groupse each of four graduate students in clin
ical psychologyp were composed to make simulated psychiatric
teams in order to study the effects of innovative decision
making techniques in the clinical realm0 Each group was
asked to use two processes to rank suicide notes on the
degree of suicide potential they felt was exhibited in each
note.

They were given six note-problems each consisting of

two genuine and five simulated suicide notes.

The two

techniques of decision making that the subjects used were,
first, the SPAN technique developed by William J, MacKinnon,
and second, a relatively unstructured group verbal discus
sion, used in order to simulate the typical psychiatric team
technique.

The results were interpreted in ability to

assess two variables, suicide itself and suicide potential.
The results show that SPAN was superior to the verbal tech
nique on both variables although the difference did not
reach statistical significance.

Possible contributing fac

tors to the lack of statistical significance, as well as
future research, were discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Within the realm of clinical psychology group proc~
esses is an important area.

The clinical psychologist

utilises his knowledge of group processes in both therapy
and assessment, 'The study of the group was one of the
earliest fields extensively researched by psychologists,
yet until recently this research has not been focused on
maximising the pragmatic value of these investigations in
the area of group decision making by the clinical team.
It is predicted that this area will play a large role in
the future (Gabore 1971),
The team approach in clinical judgments has, by the
nature of its members® orientationse some rather definite
benefits.

Clinical teams usually consist of members of

varying disciplines.

Heterogeneous groups have been shown

to be superior to homogeneous groups in producing superior
solutions to problems of a quality nature.

They also have

been shown to have a tendency to produce more inventive
solutions to problems involving quality and acceptance by
the group (Hoffmanc 1959i Hoffman and Maier6 1961; Maier,
1930i Lorge and Solomon* 1955s 1959$ 1960# Large* Tuekman*
Aikman* Spiegel* and Moss* 1955s Tuckman and Lorge* 1962),

The majority of the above authors agree that groups are
■

'

i

■

-v .

■
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superior to individuals in decision making not because of an
interaction assembly effect as Shaw (1932) felt, but rather
because there is an increased probability of one member of
the group solving the problem« Lorge and Solomon have
developed two mathematical models to account for the superi
ority of the group (Lorge and Solomon, 1955) • With group

superiority being a function of an increased probability of
one member of the group being able to produce the solution,
Lorge and Solomon (1955) felt that efforts should be made
to maximize the possibility of bringing the best thinking
of group members to light»
The format for clinical team judgments is usually a
discussion of the subject matter followed by a discussion
of which decisions are correct0 This format of discussion
has a number of contaminating factors 0

The research with

the “Leaderless Group Discussion" has shown that one of the
most consistent findings has been that verbal participation,
regardless of its quality, was the major determinant of the
number of votes a group member received as leader.

This

relationship has also been shown to be correlated to experi
menter manipulation (Burroughs and Jaffe, 19691 Bales, 1965$

Jaffa and Lucas, 1969; Strodtbeck, Simon, and Hawkins,
1965).

Within the clinical team the discussion format would

inhibit the quality of the interaction as well as its

resulting product due to the status hierarchy that is usu
ally present among members of different disciplines (Bales,

1965$ Bartons 1965; Caudill$ 1957; Torrance, 1954; Strodtbeck, 1951; Strodtbeck and Mann, 1956),

This line of

research has shown that whether the status hierarchy has at
one time been explicit or not, its inhibiting effects are
felt.

Thus, this negates the pretense of the equality of

Verbal participation.

With the research literature indicating that group
superiority is due to an increased probability of one mem
ber being able to produce the soluation or a critical part

of a multi-part solution, there has been a dearth of
research, until recently, designed to maximise group poten
tial by studying processes concerned with amalgamating
individual decisions.

This is opposed to studying the

group as a whole or the individual as a separate entity,
W, J, MacKinnon developed a technique for pooling individual
decisions which has been shown to be superior to existing
techniques for making group decisions (Hitchcock, 196? and
1971 8 Kelly, 19681 Willis, 1966)e

It appears possible that

this technique can be utilized by the clinical team in
making group decisions.

The technique developed by MacKinnon is that of
Social Participatory Allocative Network and is known by the
acrostic name SPAN (MacKinnon, 1966a and I966bj MacKinnon

and MacKinnon, 1967) e The SPAN technique operationally
commences when individuals within the group, possessing
knowledge both of the other group members * abilities in the

4
related area as well as an appreciation of the techniques
receive a parcel of points 0 These points are to be allo
cated to either their preferred options (direct allocation)
— or to the other members, of the group = The computer then
reallocates the points according to the recipient's origi
nal allocative proportions„ Allocating points to other
group members (representatives) is an example of indirect
alloeation0 Each member may divide these points either
entirely by direct allocation or almost entirely by indirect
allocation or by any proportion of both that he may desire„
The SPAN technique operationally ceases when all points
have been divided among two separate categories*

Options

and representatives are utilized in the subsequent computa
tional process of Social Participatory Allocative Network*
The computation of SPAN transfers virtually all points from
the representative category to the options category*

To

insure that some points are allocated to each category* a
restriction that each member allocate at least one point
to each category may be used*

A fifty-two junction com

puter program for the IBM 70?2 computer has been written to
analyze the data (M* M* MacKinnon* 196?)*

A recent modifi

cation of the program eliminates the restriction that each
set of numbers a member assigns must sum to 100 (MacKinnon
and Coekrum* in press)*
The author feels that the SPAN technique would lend
. itself to decision making by the clinical team without

modification,

The SPAN technique would allow the team to

formulate team decisions without laboring under the pr@~
tense of equality of weighing of verbal participation.

The

clinical teams depending on the nature ©f its membersp could
have parcels weighted in proportion with the degree of
knowledge the member possesses in the critical area.

By

making the weighting explicit the technique would not be
open to the criticism of status hierarchy inhibition effects
cited above.
The SPAN technique hag note to dates been utilized
by clinical teams but has been shown to upgrade the quality
of decisions made in a number of other areas,

Willis (1966)

utilized the SPAN technique in a comparison of two other
methods of group decision makingg both the other techniques
were of direct allocation.

The problem used in the Willis

(1966) study was the lined Road Problem (0,8,3, Assessment
Staffe .19^8),

Answers were scored by the associated Quality

Point System@. a copy of which was supplied by Dr, Joseph
Spiegel,

Each of the three methods was given a weighted

average,

SPAN received a significantly higher weighted

average than the two direct methods,
similar results.

Hitehcoek (196?) found

The research to date shows SPAN has gener

ated some rather interesting results.

Individualse on the

average0 allocated approximately 50$ of their parcels by

the indirect routes SPAN was preferentially chosen over
the direct; and 60$ of the subjects "achieved higher

weighted averages by their indirect allocations than by
their direct ones’8 (Willise Hiteheoek8 and MacKinnons 1969e
p e 202)o MacKinnon demonstrates how the SPAN technique
might be utilised in making a faculty decision in a hypo- .
thetical psychology department (MacKinnon, 1966b ) ,

The.purpose of the present investigation is to
research the utilization of Social Participatory Allocative
Network in formulating a decision of a clinical problem by a
team*

In attempting to construct clinical teams, graduate

students in clinical psychology were chosen,

The problem

which the clinical team was to work with was the ranking of
suicide notes on the degree of potentiality of committing
suicide they believed was displayed in the notes,
The SPAN technique which the teams used is a fora of
100 point SPAN in which each member of the group would
receive equal parcels of points.

The technique could be

developed s© that parcels of differing size were given to
specific members.

The investigator, however, had no objec

tive means by which to rank the individuals a priori.

The

major hypothesis of the investigation is that the SPAN

technique will generate as accurate a team decision as a
face-to-face technique.

METHOD
Materials
All subjects were given a set of instructions for
each technique of decision making (Appendix A),

The problem

of ranking suicide notes utilised notes which were collected
from the Los Angeles Suicide Prevention Center (Schneidman
and Farberow, 1956).

The notes were arranged into six prob

lems with each problem containing seven suicide notes, The
notes consisted of genuine and simulated notes, The simu
lated ones were developed by construction groups matched to
the individuals who had left the genuine ones.

The simu

lated note writers were matched to the genuine on the vari
ables of sex, age, religion, education, and occupation.
Each of the six problems consisted of five simulated notes
■

and two genuine notes.

.

(

The notes are shown in Appendix B.
Subjects

The subjects were all graduate students in the
clinical psychology program at The University of Arizona.
All were randomly assigned to groups of four.

The groups

were constructed with each member of the group remaining in
a group composed entirely of other members of the same year
of training within the clinical program. The subjects were

7

' ■

assigned randomly to the groups regardless of the sex of the
membero

The total number of groups used was ten*

One group

of three was ineluded due to the failure of one subject to
arrive on time . Alsoe one group was composed of members of
the first and second year of traininge
Procedure
The experiment was conducted in the Psychology
Clinics if a.,number of groups were being conducted simul- .
taneously classrooms outside the; clinic were used.

These

rooms did not differ, from those in the clinic in any manner
which might affect group discussione

Instructions were given to the subjects by groups6
and questions were answered by paraphrasing the instruc
tions c The groups worked with two techniques of problem
solving* the SPAM technique and a faee-to-faee discussion
of the notes in which the subjects ranked the notes from
one to seven.
The design of the experiment required each group to
/ u s e both techniquese alternating between each successive
problem®

Successive groups would alternate between which

technique was used first.

The order of problems was ran

dom to control for order effects®
After the subjects had read and presumably under
stood the instructionss all problems were handed out®

problem was labeled with the name of the technique8

Each

9
"Verbal Method” or "Nonverbal Method” to be used in-gener
ating the ranking, of the notes« All subjects were blind to

the fact that some of the notes were simulated and others
were genuine»
The subjects were asked not to speak during the
nonverbal method and. told that speaking would disqualify
the group decision®

Feedback was not given to any subject

until all data had been collected®

RESULTS
In analysing the results of investigations dealing
with suicide„ the researcher must look at two different
variablese These variables6 suicide and suicide potential”
ity0 are related but still have rather different operational
definitions.

Suicide as a variable is an all or none phe

nomenon? it either occurs or it does not.

The data# there-

for@e dn suicide csan.be analysed by hit rates? that ise did
the group pick the genuine note and label it as the most
potentially suicidal?

In the present investigation problems

consisted of five simulated and two genuine notes,

A hite

therefore, was defined as placing a true not® in either the

first or second position.

The possible number■of hits per

problems accordinglye is twe@ on©e or sero.

The variable of

suicide potentials however® is not an all or none phenomenon*
but entails a continuum of potentiality, In order to deal
with the variable of suicide potentials the ordinally ranked
notes must be transformed into deviation scores e Deviation
scores were generated by scoring the obtained note ratings
and giving one point for each position below the first and
second position in which a genuine note was placede A score
■.'of-zero, would be given if the two genuine notes were placed

'in the first and second positione This would be a perfect

■ .11

,

so©r© <> A score of ten would be given if the two genuine
notes were placed in the sixth and seventh position6 A
possible range of ten exists by this scoring method*

The

method creates a numerical continuum to represent the con
ceptualised continuum of. suicide potential from most to
:leasta All tests of significance reported below are twotailed tests of significance♦
The results for degree of suicide potential are
. presented in Table 1 for the six problems e There is no sig
nificant difference found across the six problems between
the two techniques of decision makinge

-

The results across the ten groups are presented in
Table 2 e A summated deviation score is presented, each
score representing the pooled results for- the problems*

No

significant difference was found between the two techniques
when viewed across the ten groups*
Table 3 presents an analysis of variance for degree
of suicide potential detectede The results show no signifi
cant difference between methods, but strong trends between
problems and an interaction effect were found*
The problem effect for deviation scores is presented
in Table

The problems appear to be bimodally distributed

on ability to predict suicide potential, three of the prob

lems being easy, and the other three being hard.
Overall, no significant difference was found
between the SPAN technique and a verbal technique of group

12

Table 1*

Deviation Scores for SPAN vs0 Verbal Technifue
for Detection of Suicide Potentiality

Problem

SPAN

1

Verbal

8,2

5.5

5«^

■' 4,8

3

6,6

7,8

4

2,6

6,4

5

7,4

8,2

6

5,6

6,0

5*9

6,4

i

Mean

'

13

Table 2 . Detection of Suicide Potential Across Groups ■
by Summated Deviation Scores

Group

SPAN

1

19

2

15

16

3

18

18

k

28

18

18

23

;

5

•

:

:■ 6
■

■

7

Verbal

23
■

'

:

23

17

'

■
.

'

18
15

8

10

9

12

20

10

13

21

1?»9

18,7

Mean

■

21

'

14

Table 3«

Analysis of Variance for Prediction of Suicide
. Potential from Deviation Scores

Source

df

ss

MS

F

E
NS

A method

1

4.2?

4.27

.72

B problems

5

84.54

16.91

2.866

4.10

A X B

5

52.73

10.55

1.788

A 20

Error (AB)

48

283.20

5.90

Total

59

424.74

Table"4,. EASY-HARD Problems* vs. SPAN-Verbal Method

by Deviation Scores

Problems

'.EASY
HARD

SPAN

:

Verbal

. 5.73
7.40

* I# 3e 5 HARD Problems and 2P

7.26
6 EASY Problems.

decision making as to their ability to place genuine and
simulated suicide notes along a conceptualized continuum of
suicide potential.
In analysing for hit rates on the variable of suicide

itself0 the results for all problems are shown in Table 5®
Reduced to a fourfold plot (Table 6)» the data show
that in five groups SPAN achieved double hits while the Ver
bal method produced one or less hits* and in one group the

Verbal method achieved a double hit and SPAN produced no hit
(the other groups showing no advantage for either method).
By McNemar's (McNemar* 1955) test of correlated frequencies
or proportions, this result attains an exact binomial proba
bility of .22; that is, a 5-to-l departure from a 50-50, or

3«to-3«

This split occurs by chance 22 cases out of 100,
SPAN indirect and SPAN direct can be post-hoc

extracted in order to study the choices generated by points
allocated to the representatives and options categories
respectively.

Unlike previous experiments (Willis, Hitch

cock, and MacKinnon, 1969), the present study showed no
superiority for the indirectly allocated points over those

allocated directly.

This difference may arise from the more

firmly established or team-like nature of some of the groups
used in the earlier investigations.

Again, when analyzed by

deviation scores, the problems appear to have a bimodal dis
tribution of the frequency of hit rates.

16

Table 5o

Number of Hits by Verbal Method and by SPAN
(Total and Components)

Verbal
Total

Group
1

1

2

1

Direct

1
2

'

'

SPAN
Indirect

2

1

1

1

3

1

0

0

0

k

2

G

0

0

5

0

2

2

2

;i

;i

■
'6

;.i ,

8
9

10

. i ;'

1

7
.

SPAN

SPAN

Total

1

'

■'

1
2

.

0

. .1

2

-

;

:

1

1

2

-

.

2

.

2

2

2

2

2

Table 6«, Distribution of Single and Double Hits by
Both" Methods*

Verbal Method
1 or less hits
2 hits

2 hits

5

°

1 or less hits

4

1

SPAN

* Exact binomial probability equals .22*

17
Tables 7 and 8 show that the hit rates were signifi
cantly different for the two distributions of problems , In
seven groups the number of hits on the three EASY problems
exceeded those on the three HARD problems? in the other three
groups the number of hits on the three EASY problems equalled
the number on the three HARD problems. The 7-to-0 division
reaches a binomial sign test probability of ,03«

Table 9

shows hits in EASY and HARD problems ...across both methods of
decision making«, The number of hits by the "two methods is
shown in Table 10.
As is shown in Table 11, it appears that on both hit
rates and type of hit* SPAN tended to generate dual hits
while the Verbal technique tended to produce single hits.
The results from Table 12 indicate that the twotailed probability of SPAN producing 4 of 5 double hits and
the Verbal method producing 4 of 5 single hits is .206,
Overall* the results indicate that the problems
were bimodally distributed with half of the problems being
relatively refractory to either technique of decision making.
The Social Participatory Method in the present investigation
indicates that sixty percent of points were directly allo
cated and forty percent were indirectly allocated.

The

60-40 split has been consistently found in previous SPAN
research (Willis* Hitchcock, and MacKinnon* 1969),

18

Table ?e EASY-HARD Hite

SPAN

Verbal
HAR

Iroup

EASY

HARD

EASY

t

■q

1

i

0

2

2

0

o

1

3

0

0

t

0

0

6

. 2

0

5

2

0

0

0

6

0

1

1

0

o'

1

1

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

10

3

7

2

>

7

.

8
9
10
Sum

■

2

;

19

Table 8.

Superiority of Groups by Types of Problems*

Problem

Number of Groups Superior

EASY

7

HARD

0

Tied

3

* Binomial sign test probability equals e03 e

Table 9.

Fourfold Distribution of Hits by Method and
EASY-HARD Problems

Problem

SPAN

Verbal

EASY

10

?

HARD

3

2

20

Table 10o Number of Hits on EASY and HARD Problems by
■Both Methods Combined

Problem
EASY

HARD

Hits

4

8

. 2

5

■ '' 6

4

5

3

3

2

1

0
22

Sum

Table 11 o Distribution of Types of Hits Over All Problems

Hits.

SPAN

Verbal

* Sign Test probability equals <,22 for j)«=t0-l division.

21

Table 12,

Distribution of Hit Advantage Over EASY Problems*

Hit Advantage**.

SPAN

Verbal

2

4

1

1

1

4

* Exact binomial probability equals ,206,
** The number of hits a group achieved by one method
(shown by column heading) minus the number of
hits it achieved by the other method.

DISCUSSION
On both dependent variablese suicide and suicide
potentiality£> SPAN scored higher than the comparative verbal
methods

The difference between the two techniques of deci

sion making did not reach statistical significance 6 The
distributions of both deviation scores and hit rates indi
cated that the problems were bimodally distributed on degree
of difficulty*

The difference between the two .classes of

problemse Hard and Easyreached statistical significance'at
the >03 level*
. ' ; When hit rates were reviewedp'it was shown that SPAN
tended to generate dual hits@ five of the six scorede. Prom
this unidirectional result it appears quite possible that
different mechanisms are being employeda For the SPAN proc
ess to be effective requires that the entire group cooperate
with the technique, particularly when the size of the groups
are as small as those employed in the present investigatiom
The results show the groups either were capable of using
SPAN to achieve fairly good results or they were not capable
of using the technique at all/

With SPAN the groups tended

to achieve either two hits or no hits, similar to an all or

none reactions

The verbal technique tended to achieve only

one hit or no hits.

This result points to a need for

;;;

.

.

■

further research in this area.

;■■■■'
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If the bimodal distribution

of types of hits is a function of the group accepting the
technique or not* then the accepting and non-accepting
groups need to be studied over numerous extended problems.
The absence of significant differences between the
two techniques of decision making might be explained after
further research.

Unlike the previous research, the present

investigation did not include the subjects using SPAN in a
practice problem.

It is highly likely that all subjects

prior to entering the present investigation had been involved
in making a group decision by a process almost identical to
the verbal technique.

It is also highly unlikely that any

one of the subjects had ever made a decision by SPAN prior
to the investigation.
practice problems.

This increases the importance of

Although the SPAN technique is not

exceedingly difficult to understands it is quite possible
that subjects were required to invest more effort into "how

to SPAN16 as opposed to "what to SPAN."

In other words, the

more concentration the individuals gave to the SPAN proc
ess, the less they were able to give to the suicide notes

themselves.

The practice notes would have increased the

comfort with which the subjects handled SPAN.

In the end,

this is an empirical question, but it does appear highly
plausible that the two techniques should have been matched
for ease of use so that cognitive energy would have been

equally goal oriented, rather than a process oriented in
SPAN alone.
Although SPAN was not found to be statistically
superior to the verbal process, a number of factors must be
looked ate

The SPAN technique is more economical time wiseg

it does not require all members to be present at the same
time or place in order to formulate a decision.

With these

particular advantages, SPAN can offer contributions to clin
ical decision making that are not available to the classical
verbal discussion method.

Further research on the variables of the extended
use of SPAN, effects of introductory problems@ and relative

effects of feedback, must be conducted before the total
results of this investigation can be explained.

APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS
Introduction to Subjects
Clinical psychologists are very often found as mem
bers of clinical teams in the applied setting.

Their pro

fessional knowledge is a significant part of any decision
the team formulates.

Research has shown that in certain

areas group decision making is superior to individual deci
sion making„ This investigation deals with maximizing the
potential of clinical teams in the realm of decision making.

The group you are now in will be considered a team
of clinical psychologists.

You will be attempting to assess

a problem and arrive, at a Group decisione With the infor
mation that you have you will be attempting to formulate the
best group decision possible.

The decisions will be scored

as a function of teams and not individuals e '
You will be receiving problems consisting of seven
suicide notes per problem.

The notes have been obtained from

the Los Angeles County Suicide Prevention Center,

You will

be asked to rank the seven suicide notes on the variable of
degree of suicide potentiality you feel is exhibited in the
note.

Research on the interpretation of suicide notes
=5

appears to follow the two camps that are represented in the
entire realm ©f clinical decision making« The one camp
supports clinical judgment and the other camp takes a more
actuarial approach . The latter approach holds that if an
individual is seriously considering taking his own life, he
departs with a display of hate and self blame and an attempt
to leave definite instructions and restrictions on the indi
viduals he has chosen to leave behind.

The notes you will

be assessing have been randomly selected and do not neces
sarily display these variables.

Thank you very much for

your time and cooperation in the participation of this
investigation.
Instruction for Nonverbal Method
Please rank the following seven notes within each

problem on how potentially suicidal you perceive their con
tent to be,' The nonverbal technique that you will be uti
lising permits you to assess the abilities of other members
of your group as well as rate the notes on potentiality of
suicide,

Some people are better able to judge the abilities

of other individuals in solving a problem than they are in
solving the problem themselves.

This technique permits you

to share power with other members of your group if you feel
you are better able to judge their abilities than you are of
potential solutions to a particular problem.
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The utilization of this technique involves three
steps.

In the first step you decide what proportion of your

power you wish to share with other members of the group„
Remember the goal is to develop the best possible group
decision available. Any power you allocate to another member
is redistributed according to the recipients' original rat
ings e just as any power you receive will be redistributed
according to the ratings you develop in the next steps»

To

share power requires you to indicate on Scale A on the Allo
cation Sheet which proportion of power you decide to allo

cate to the groupn as well as what proportion you decide to
retaine
Scale A,

If you decide to share power* make two marks on
One mark is labelled G for power allocated to the

group* the. other mark is labelled S for power you chose to
allocate to yourselfe

The proportions of power to each is

calculated by the relative positions of both marks along
the scale,

The scale itself posesses no intrinsic dimen

sionalities; you may use any position on the scale you
desire.

Only the proportions of power will be computed, in

relation to the mark furthest along the scale0

Step One

permits you to indicate the proportion of power you chose
to share in generale

Step Two permits you to specify to

which individual or individuals this shared power is to go

and in what proportions®

Place the number of the individual

with whom you wish to share power on Scale B 0 Place the
numbers of the individuals so that the number of the

individual you wish the most power to go to is furthest
along the scale.

The number you place furthest along the

scale will be used as the primary reference point. The
numbers of the other individuals should be arranged on the
length of the scale in reference to the position of the

number furthest along the scale0 If after you have placed
the numbers of other individuals on the scale you desire to
change the number you have been using as your cognitive
anchor„ feel free to do so; for example» if you desire to
use the number of the individual you want the least power to
go to as a reference point.

The scale has no intrinsic

dimensional properties; all computations will be performed
relative to the position of the number furthest along the
scale e

You may place the numbers anywhere on the scale

that helps you perceive the relative differences between the
amount of shared power you want each individual to receive.
The relative differences again, will be judged by relative
distances between numbers.

You need not place the number of

every member of your group on the scale but only those you .

wish some proportion of your power to go to.
In Step Three you will rate the seven suicide notes
on how potentially suicidal you perceive their content to be

These ratings will be made with whatever power you chose to
retain or whatever power other members of the group give you

Place the numbers of all seven suicide notes along Scale 0
from the most to the least suicidal.

Again remember the

•-:
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scale itself has no intrinsic dimensional qualitiesg all
computations will he performed relative to the scale you
yourself generate«
This technique involves three steps;
1)

Deciding what proportion of your power you

wish to share in general;
2) Deciding what proportion of the shared power you
wish to assign to specific individuals;
3) Deciding upon the relative ratings of the seven

suicide notese
If there are any questions concerning- the utiliza
tion of this technique9 please ask the investigator at this
time« A group decision will be calculated later.
Instruction for Verbal Method .
Please rank the following seven notes within each
problem on how potentially suicidal you perceive their con
tent to be.

In.formulating the group decision with this

methods you may hold a group discussion.

In generating the

group decision please select one member of the group to com
pute the mean rating of each note by members of the group.
The note that you perceive as most suicidal should receive
the rank of seven.

Please hand in only one final rating for

the entire group per problem.

If there are any questions

concerning the utilization of this technique, please ask the

investigator at this time.

APPENDIX B
SUICIDE NOTES BY PROBLEM

Problem One
i « I hop© this is what you wanted,
2, Dear Mary, I don9t know why I am doing this
unless my reasoning has gone all to pot. Something must
have slipped, Bill
3<> Dearest Mary,

As I sit here with this gun in my

Hand, which in a few minutes I will take my life I am think
ing of all the wonderful minutes, Days, years„ I have spent
with you, I know if I talked all this over again with you,

you would talk me out of what I am about to do,
I know the mistakes I have made are not in the least
bit your fault. But as you know in my small way I will
always try to place part of the Blame on you. So I hope you
will forgive me all or partly for what I am about to do,
Goodby dear I hope we will meet again in some other
place, where we can be as happy as I have been since I have
been married to you. Goodby sweetheart. Yours as always,
Bill

4, To the Police, I can see no reason to battle
the elements of life any longer with no progress being made,
5e. Dear Mary, The reason for my despondency is that
youed prefer the company of almost anyone to mine» 2. You
told me you had nothing to look forward to on week ends.
You told me you preferred living alone, This led to more
sedatives» I have lost the love of my two children. You
blamed me for your vaginal bleeding. Your first husband was
denied normal sexual intercourse because you said it hurt,
I received the same accuse. You said it hurt even out of
wedlock. This you cant help. But affection would have been
harmless. I had little of that, But gaiety you saved for
strangers, but even so I loved you, My salary wasn't
enough for a large family, with the car upkeep, I was happy
regardless, So were you between moods also. You are free
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now to frequent the places where they drink and indulge in
loose talk. Please refrain from giving Betty sips of beer,
after all she is only 12. Make her love you some other way.
Soon she'll dominate you and one thing leads to another.

You don't want another child where your boy is. Your love
for me would have endured if it had been the real thing.
Dr. Jones did all he could for my internal trouble. When we
quarrel over other and younger men it was silly but you
would have been hurt too. It's O.K. to be friendly but not
hilarious. Nembutal has a tendency to make you tolerant
rather than jealous. It headed off many a quarrel because
its quieting to the nerves. As you know I took them for
sleep and spastic colon at nite; also migraine headache.
Well, I've loved you through 3 years of quarreling,
adjusting the sex angle the way you said it pleased you.
Your word for it was "ecstasy." Farewell and good fortune.
I hope you find someone who doesn't "hurt" you as you said 3
of us did. All the love I have, Bill
Notify my kin by mail.

Call Georgia St. Hosp.

Ambulance«
6.

Dear Wife.

It seems that fate has destined me

to be a failure. All at once it appears that I can no long
er face the problems and responsibility of trying to get
ahead only to see us struggle along in poverty. So as
usual I have taken the easy way out and left you to finish
the job I have so poorly started, With money from our Life
Insurance program you will bee able to give the children
and yourself the things you have always wanted for us all.
Possibly we will all meet again sometime where we will be
able to live in the peaceful way we all deserved so much
here on earth. Your ever loving husband

7.

I'm tired of it all.

I love you and God Bless

you.
Problem Two
1. Goodbye dear wife, I cannot stand the suffering
any longer, I am doing this by my own free will. You will
be well taken care of.
o
Love and goodbye

2. Dear Mary. You have been the best wife a man
could want and Istill love you after fifteen years.
Don't think to badly of me for taking this way out
but I can't take muchmore pain and sickness also I may get
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to muoh pain or so weak that I can't go this easy way.
With all my love forever-Bill
3» Honey I got you into this ting and it was no
fault of yours— so I am taking the only way out and I leave
everything, which has all been acquired since we have been
married to you my darling wife Mary Smith--and God Bless
You Darling. Forgive me— goodye dear. You trusted me and I
thought I was doing everything for the best but I used poor
judgement and poor management on my part and bit off more
than I could chew but didn't know it at the time I did it.
Sell everything before winter sets in— I leave everything of
value of any kind or nature including real estate— home—
and all to my darling wife Tell my mother— sister I said God
bless them all anf forgive me— Goodbye darling and God bless
you all.
Your loving husband always » William J. Smith
4. Dearest* Not being.of sound, mind I have decided
to leave this world by electrocuting myself.
Bill
5«

Dear Mary.

I regret that things have reached

such a state that this isthe only way out for me and my

family.

I apologize for the trouble I've caused.

6. Dear Marys I am sorry to cause you a lot of
trouble and grief but I think this is best for all of us.
Dad
7. Dearest Wifes I am sorry I had to
know you will be happier as a result, I hope
married as soon as it is proper to be, and I
you and Fred will have a full and happy life
Love always s>
• Bill .

do this but I
you will be
feel sure that .
together.

Problem Three
1, Dearest Wife, I am writing this to explain why
I am going to end it all. I know that this is a cowardly
way and.I am sorry but I just haven't the will to do other
wise. Please forgive me if you can and believe that I loved
you to the end.
Bill

2,

To my kids— This is a lousy way to leave you$ but

I can no longer help you in any way. It's better for us all
that the burden of caring for me be lifted— you will have

sufficient problems of your own. You must face these prob
lems intelligently, squarely» courageously, rather than run
ning away from them, as I am from this one insolvable
problem of my disability. Remember me as I was— as we
enjoyed life together— as we worked out your problems— which
seemed so large— and above all remember I would never under
any circumstances run out on you if there remained any
chance that I could be of help to you.
Daddy
3, Dearest Mary, I am writing you, as our Divorce
is not final, and will not be till next month, so the way
things stand, now you are still my wife, which makes you
entitled to the things which belong to me, and I want you to
have them. Don't let anyone take them from you as they are
yours. Please see a lawyer and get them as soon as you can,
I am listing some of the things, they are* A Blue Davenport
and chair, a Magic Chef Stove, a large mattress, and Elec
trolux cleaner» a 9 x 12 Rug redish flower design and pad.
All the things listed above are all most new. Then there is
my 30-30 rifle, books, typewriter, tools and a hand contract
for a house in Chicago, a Savings account in Boston, Mass.

Your husband, William H. Smith
This is the end,

Ive had enough.

Cant take

anymorea

--

5® To Mary Jones, Please take care of my bills.
Tell Tom I made enough money for him. He can take care of
these small bills. Mary, I love Betty and I can't stand
being without her. She's something I spoiled Myself.
Love» Bill
6e

I am Sorry Mary But i just Can't Stand Life Any

longer.
William Smith

7.

Darling*

It's been great but I just Can't go

on for reasons you may know but I can't explain. There's
enough insurance for all of you„ Be happy and all.my love
always to you and our three, Remember me as your adoring
Bill

Problem Four

1.
Dear Wife# I am sorry to cause you this embar
rassment but I can't seem to stand life this way. This is
the easy way for m e .

You will get over it in time too.
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2 e Dear j
, please forgive me for leaving you with all
the responsibilities that this is certain to bring on you.
If there is anything of me that can be used in any medical
or scientific way please dont refuse to let them as my last
request, I am very proud of our son, and his high potential
in his chosen field for which he has real talent. Bye for
the last time, and never forget that you were the best thing
that ever happened to me. Have my brother help you, I know
he will want to very much,

3 » Mary— -I know this is a terrible thing to do but
believe me, dear, it is best. The events of the last few
months have left me at my wit's end and I see no other way
out, I am sorry I was such a trial to you and the children,
please forgive me,
Bill
4, Dearest One, This world is too cruel for me, I
am in search of peace-eternal peace where I will not be a
burden to you and all the world.
This world was not meant for me, I was never wanted
or able to place myself in any good position, I am only a
handicap to you and your life will be better without me, I
love you, but my love has brought you nothing but saddness
and dispair.
Forgive, Dearest, but since 1 was very young, every
one considered me a failure, and over the years it has proven
to be so , I have done nothing to make life seem worthwhile.
Mother meant good, but she drove me to my grave. Forgive
me for not being what you exspected, I do love you. Do not
think badly of me, I am better of dead, no one will miss me.
Until later, when we can be happy.
Your Desperate Husband, Bill Smith
5, Dearest Marys Well, dear— it's the end of the
trail for me,- It has been a fairly long and reasonably
pleasant life, all in all— especially fine that part in
which you played a part. You have been wonderful. No man
could have asked for a better wife than you have been.

Please understand that if I didn't feel that this
course would be the best for you and the girls I certainly,
would have waited for nature to take her course. It would
hot have been long, anyhow, for the clot I coughed up was
from the lungs and I know there's activity there— of an
ominous nature.
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Be good to your mother girls. You have the finest
mother in the worlds even as I have had the most wonderful
wife and two_wonderful daughters» Bye-by Marys Betty, and
Helen. How i do love you all. And may God help and guide
you from here on in.
Daddy
6 e Dear Mary. Although in the past you may have
thought the idea of suicide had never entered my mind, I
will tell you now that it has, I have given every other way
my utmost but this seems to be the only solution— -No doubt
you remember times in the past when I have said "I am worth
a lot more dead than alive." Well, I wasn't kidding— My
insurance will leave you well provided for and you now can
have all those things I could never give— you see, I know
now that I can never hope to really make a success of life
and I see no use to continue and drag you with me, although
the years we have been together have been the happiest of
my life, I want it to stop here, I. want you to marry again
as soon as possible and the next time choose someone who
can make it. I love you deeply.
Bill .

7* Dearest Mary, This is to say goodbye, I have
not told you because I did not want to worry you, but I have
been feeling bad for 2 years, with my heart, I knew that if
I went to a doctor I would lose my job. I think this is the
best for all concerned. I am in the ear in the garage,.
Call the police but please don't come out there, I love you
very much darling. Goodbye
- Bill .

Problem Five

t. To the police.
them why say more,

Please tell family that I love

2, To my wife Marys As you know, like we8ve talked
over before our situation, I *11 always love you with all my
heart and soul. It could have been so simple if you had
have given me the help that you alone knew I needed. This
is not an easy thing I*m
about to do, but when a person
makes a few mistakes and later tried to say in his own small
way with a small vocabulary that he is sorry for what has
happened and promises to remember what has happened and will
try to make the old Bill come home again, and do his best to
start all over again, and make things at home much better
for all concerned, you still refuse to have me when you as
well as I know that I can't do it by myself, then there's
only one thing to do.
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I'm sorry honey. But please believe me this is the
only way out for me as long as you feel as you do— -This will
put you in good shape. Please always take care of Betty and
tell her that her Daddy wasn't too bada guy after all.
With all the love that's in me.
Bill
Yes, Mommiee now you have your ear and a lot more
too, even more than you had hoped for. At least you are
better off financially than you were 6 years ago. The only
pitiful thing about the whole situation is the baby and the
nice ear that
a good job of
know this is
not eraisy, I

I bought with blood money, I only hope I do
it. Then your troubles will be over with, I
what you have been hopingfor a longtime, I'm
just love you too much,

I love you--Daddy— » Goodbye forever,
3,

Dear Mary.

Things are piling up too high for me.

I love you but I know our basic difficulties are not soluable, Please do not think too harshly of me if I take this
way out. You have insurance and your health to help get
started again. Tell the kids I had an accident so they wont
be ashamed of their daddy.
Love, Bill
4, My Darlings I'm sorry to leave you this way,
but it looks like the only way out for m e , Things have
become so uncertain and unbearable, that I believe it will
be better this way. Have the kids remember me, and don't
be grevious because I took this way out. Never forget that
I love you with all my heart and soul.

Bill
5 o My dear wifes I never thought that I'd write a
suicide note but life can throw some unexpected curves.
This note has two purposes, first, to make certain that this
is suicide and not murder so that in no way can some unfore
seen circumstantial evidence point suspicion at some inno
cent person. Secondly, to give you my reasons for this
drastic action and to assure you that you are in no way
responsible for my action.

As you recall, I've always said that I'd rather be
dead than be a hopeless and helpless burden upon you. Fate
has decreed that I be just that. I have considered this
action carefully and prayerfully. I know that you in your
great unselfish love, would have voted against me in this.
My continued liviving, though you would be quick to deny
this, would be a continuing tiepreeant, because of my condi
tion, upon you and the kids, Facts are facts and a "head
in the sand" attitude is only kidding ourselves. After the
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first shock of my death has worn off@ I6m sure that you will
see the logic behind my decision-— even though you may not
admit it— -and life will be much easier and happier for you.
My undying love to you and the kids. Please tell
them Iem doing this because I think it is best for all of
us.

With my love @ Bill
6. 1 am tired of living so I decided to end it all8
hope this will not distress anybody.
7. Dearest Mary— I just can’t go on without Tom»
John, and you, I hope some day you can forgive me, I know

you will find someone better for you and the boys.
bless you all.
■ Love., Bill
Problem Six

God

'

1. Darlings All my life I have looked upon suicide
as a weak and cowardly way out but after thinking it out
carefully I honestly believe that this is the best way. I
realize that this will be quite a shock to you but as you
know, time heals all wounds, and as time goes on I hope you
will realize that this was the best solution of our prob
lems. Please try to explain to Tom and teach him to grow
into a fine man, far better I hope than his Dad has been.
My insurance will take care of both of you at least
until Tom is through school, God bless and keep you both.
All of my love is for you and Tom Forever and ever.

" Bill::

"

2. Dear Mary, I can go on no longer so will, take
the easy way out. I’ve taken care of everything. Sorry
- Bill

3, I ’m tired of being sick and in pain and can see
no use in prolonging it as they say there is no hope of
.-recovery. "

'

''

\

4, Good by Kid. You couldn’t help it. Tell that
brother of yours,When he gets where I’m going. I hope I’m
foreman down there, I might be able to do something for
■ him.
Bill
^
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5e Dear Marys As we both might reasonably recog
nize this is not the right way to solve any’situation. Lord
how I wish it could be done in any other way. No use in
thinking about that now8 its like a dead end road in the
middle of the night. Confusion* bewilderment* questions
with no answers. What can a person say? The will is gone*
reason is gone, there is only one answer. You611 probably
ask why— over and over— 16ve been doing it and only creating
more confusion. Continue with your will to live* fill any
emptiness with your love for our children* find a new way of
life for yourself and forgive me for whatever results to you
from this, Love e
Bill
6, Dear Mom* In the last week a number of occurranees have forced me into a position where I feel my life
is not worth continuing,
Friday I lost the job I have held for the past
seven years. When I told my wife she packed her bags and
left me. For six years she has been living with me* not
for me but for my money.
Mom please take care of Mary for me,
and I donet want Betty to have her,

I eM leaving

I have nothing left to live for so. I'm checking out,

I love you Mom*
Bill
7, Honey, I am sorry this is the only way Iknow,
I amall wrong, 1 love you very much.
Bill
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